
SECTION-A

Note: Very Short  Answer type questions. Attempt any 
15 parts.  (15x2=30)

Q.1 a) Write any two qualities of estimator.

 b) Prime cost.

 c) Factory cost

 d) Idle time

 e) Costing

 f) Scrape

 g) Unit of density

 h) Setup time

 i) B.E.P.

 j) Depreciation

 k) Cutting speed

 l) Forging

 m) Welding
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Q.5 You are required to weld two flat plates 25cm x 
10cm x 0.5cm each to make 25cm x 20cm. 
Calculate the welding material cost, if no edge 
preparation is required. Assume leftward 
welding technique. Cost of oxgen----Rs. 100m³, 

3cost of acetylene--- Rs. 600m , cost of filler 
material ----- Rs. 80/kg.

Q.6 Estimate the time required for turning a M.S 
component 28mm diameter to 25mm diameter 
for 50mm length. The approach and over run 
are each 5.5mm, cutting speed, depth of cut 
and feed rate are 50m/min, 0.5mm and 
0.05mm/revolution respectively.

Q.7 A factor employs 25 no. off worker during a 
month of 30 days where details of exprenditure 
are given below:

 i) Material cost      :   Rs. 40,000.00

 ii) Rate of wages of each worker  :  Rs.20/hour

 iii) Duration of work              :  8 hr / day

 iv) No. of holidays in the month    :  4

 v) Total overheads expenses     :   Rs. 20,000

 Calculate the total cost of production. Also 
calculate the selling price if profit margin in 30% 
of production cost.
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 ix) Discuss various causes of depreciation.

 x) Explain any two method of calculating 
depreciation.

 xi) The length of one edge of an C.I cube is 
30cm estimate its volume in cubic meter.

 xii) Write various assumptions used for 
calculating the blank size for deep drawing 
operation.

 xiii) Differentiate between blanking and 
piercing.

 xiv) Write short note on losses in forging 
operations.

 xv) Write short note on factor affecting welding 
cost.

SECTION-C 

Note: Long answer type questions. Attempt any three 
questions.   3x10=30

Q.3 Explain in detail the various elements of which 
go to make up the total cost of any product.

Q.4 Calculate the time required for cutting and 
threads pre cm on a aluminum bar stock of 
35mm diameter and for a length of 100mm. 
Assume cutting speed is 10m/mm. Neglect 
approach and overtake for the tool.
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 n) Cost audit

 o) Selling cost

 p) Blanking

 q) Name various allowances in sheet metal 
sheet.

 r) Price

SECTION-B 

Note: Short answer type questions. Attempt any ten 
parts   10x4=40

Q.2 i) Distinguish between estimating and 
costing.

 ii)  Write objectives of costing.

 iii) Write difference between financial 
accounting and cost accounting.

 iv) Explain administrative overheads with an 
example.

 v) Differentiates between fixed and variable 
cost.

 vi) What do you mean by production cost and 
sale price.

 vii) What is material costing? Explain briefly.

 viii) What are obsolete materials? How can 
losses be minimized.
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